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About Hardy Girls Healthy 

Women 
Envisioning a world where 

girls experience 

independence, safety and 

equality in their everyday 

lives 

 

• Programs for girls 

• Training and resources 

for adults who work 

with girls 
 



Moving Beyond Mean Girls 
 

 Media spectacle and anxiety: The cultural 
landscape of girlfighting 

 Myths and reality: Girls’ development and 
girlfighting 

 Hardiness as strength-based prevention 

 Cultivating hardiness zones through coalition-
building and activism 

 



A LITTLE HISTORY 

Media Spectacle and Cultural Anxiety 



Crisis #1 











Crisis #2 











The Power to Fight with Other Girls 



Nasty and Sexy 

gets you on the 

cover of Rolling 

Stone 



Girlfighting can sell any product! 





Mean Girl Bully Prevention 



Girls’ Development and Girlfighting 
 

421 girls, ages 5-18 

 Interviews  

 Focus groups 

   

Central Maine, Boston,  

New York City,  

Cleveland 

 

Diverse with respect to 
social class, race, 
ethnicity 

  

 



Childhood 

Denigration of femininity  

 Marginalization 
     “Being a boy means “you can do more stuff.”   

   Jessica, age 6. 

  “I don’t want to be the kind of girl who” cries, is sissy, likes 
  pink… 

Girl Power:  
 One of the boys or for the boys 

 “I want to be a wrestler, like my Uncle Brian.” 

 “I want to be….pretty, hot, thin, sexy, popular.” 

 

 
   

   





Marginal Girls 

Geena Davis Institute: 
 

 A study of 101 G-rated films: 28% of 

speaking characters are female, and 

85.5% of characters are white. 

 In 1,034 children’s TV shows, male 

characters appear twice as often as 

female; females are four times as 

likely as males to be shown in sexy 

attire and with unrealistic figures. 

   



Later Childhood/Preteen 

 Policing/surveillance of behavior 

  Cliques, clubs, brands, looks 

  Playing nice  “nice-mean” 

      

 Being Normal, “just a regular girl” 

  Girly Girls vs. Tom Boys  



Early Adolescence  

 Gender intensification/fitting in 

  Girly Girls or One of the Guys   

 From cliques and clubs to social hierarchies 

 “Othering” = Horizontal violence 

Sexuality/slut 

Attitude 

Fat talk 
 





High School 

“Girls are bitchy. I mean they will stab you in the back. So guys 
are usually better friends.  They will stick by you thick and 
thin….they make better friends.”  

   Susannah, 15, White 

 
“Girls are like hypocrites…I think boys, boys aren’t gossiping 

and jealous and, I don’t know, they’re not so feminine…with 
a boy best friend, you can tell him things, and he cares about 
it, but he  doesn’t care about it so much that he’ll go around 
and tell someone.”  

    Patricia, 16, African American 



What Motivates Bullying? 
According to Olweus 

 Strong need for dominance and power  

 Hostile fundamental attitude to their 
surrounding (result of conflict-filled family 
relationships)  

 See material and psychological rewards 
from their behavior (forcing victims to give 
them money or valuables; or prestige) 

 
 



What Motivates Girlfighting 

 Media ideals of beauty/appearance  

 Justified (although misplaced) anger and aggression 
at family/societal mistreatment, harassment, 
objectification 

 Jealousies over boys—desire to be chosen by boy 

 Desire for visibility/power through public performance 
that is sexualizedand/ or designed to garner respect 
and popularity 

 Care taking, protection  

  
 



 
 
 

 A strong drive to dominate and oppress  

 A positive attitude towards violence  

 Physically stronger than friends and victims 

 Likely to have a temper or be impulsive 

 Likely to have a hard time conforming to rules 

 Appear tough and impudent and show little compassion 

 Aggressive to adults, teachers, and parents 

 Good at talking themselves out of difficult situations 

 

 

Characteristics of  Bullies,  
According to Olweus 



Characteristics of girls 
who fight with other girls  

 
 Often talk about their victims in relationally complicated 

ways, even feeling sorry for them. 

 Fight for visibility and respect is connected to the cultural 
denigration of femininity, desire for power we’ve told 
them they have a right to demand 

 Less likely to be impulsive, more talk and forethought 

 Not so likely to be aggressive to adults; can appear quite 
civilized and “nice” 

 



Girls fight other girls: 

 To stand up for themselves 

 To show they are not afraid; respect, pride 

 For fun and entertainment 

  Melissa Levy, 2012 

 

 “Black girls learn to be combative because they 

don’t have the system behind them.” 

Edward Morris, 2007 



LESSONS FROM RESEARCH 

 

 

 

 The concept of horizontal violence perpetrated by girls on 

girls, together with intersectionality, provides the frame for 

understanding the context of girls’ physical aggression 

(Artz 2005; Brown, 2003; Chesney-Lind & Irwin, 2008; 

Levy, 2012) 

 We need to stop denying “the femininity of fighting” (Levy, 

2012)—it constricts gender, blames girls for not matching 

up to white middle class ideals, and keeps us from seeing 

the wider context and factors at play in girls’ behavioral 

choices. 

 Generic terms/top-down universal solutions won’t work 
 

 



STARTING WITH GIRLS’ RELATIONAL 

STRENGTHS AND HEALTHY RESISTANCE  

   

 

 

 

The desire to be heard and taken seriously 
An ordinary courage: ”to speak one's mind 

     with all one's heart" (Rogers, 1993); 

The capacity to name and get “really 
 mad” at unfairness, hurt; 

The desire for genuine connection 

The potential to work together 
 

 

 



Hardiness …   

 

A way of talking about risk and resilience that 

moves beyond an individual girl’s problems, her 

“odds-defying” behavior, or even her need for 

“one caring adult, to focus on the relational, 

social, and cultural context she needs to 

grow and thrive; i.e., to help her see and realize 

the opportunities.  

 



Hardiness = 3 C’s 

 CONTROL 

  

 COMMITMENT 

 

 CHALLENGE 



A Girl With Hardiness Control Can: 

 
Make positive 

choices in stressful 
situations; 

Understand and 
analyze what’s 
causing stress; 

Draw from a 
repertoire of positive 
coping skills  



A Girl With Hardiness  

Commitment Has: 

 
A sense of 

purpose; 

Connections to 
others; 

People she can 
go to for support 
and knows how to 
access resources  



A Girl Who Shows Signs  

of Hardiness Challenge: 

 
Responds well to 

the unexpected; 

 Is a catalyst in 
her environment; 

 Is flexible and 
persistent  



3 C’s + 1: Critical Thinking   



Hardiness is about 

shifting the landscape, 

enriching the soil  

  not fixing the girl. 



“This soil is bad for certain kinds 

of flowers.  Certain seeds it will 

not nurture, certain fruit it will not 

bear, and when the land kills of its 

own volition, we acquiesce and 

say the victim had no right to live.” 
 

 Toni Morrison, The Bluest Eye 

Replenishing the Soil 



When The Soil is Toxic 
 

 Self-denigration, self-hate, self-harm 

 Attempts to assimilate – to gain access to middle-
class white standards  
  pain of recognizing one doesn’t fit 

 Excessive autonomy and individualism  

 all about me, disconnection to others like me 

 Anger and disillusionment 

 Quick fixes:  e.g., fighting, drugs, early sexual 
activity  

 
Tracy Robinson, Janie Victoria Ward, 1991 

 



Resistance for Survival 
 

Serves the short-term interests of a girl’s survival 

in a hostile and oppressive environment.  

 

Short-term solutions to demeaning situations or 

experiences that might make her feel good for a 

while, but ultimately impairs positive 

development and doesn’t change for the better 

the circumstances in which she finds herself. 

 
Tracy Robinson, Janie Victoria Ward, 1991. 

 

 

 



When The Soil is Rich 

 

 Girls are encouraged to name the problems, and 
demand change 

 Girls work together to seek out solutions that affirm who 
they are and strengthen connections 

 Girls are provided with safe spaces and the necessary 
tools to think critically about themselves, the world, 
and their place in it. 

 
  Tracy Robinson, Janie Victoria Ward, 1991. 

 



Resistance for Liberation 
 

Resistance for the long term, in which girls are 

encouraged to think about where they are and where they 

want to be, and to plan how to get there.   

 

Understanding “the culture of power” and how it impacts 

them (Delpit, 1988); the ability to find solutions that 

empower them by affirming who they are and 

strengthening connections to those in their communities 

who can help them create change, for themselves and 

other girls. 

 
 

 

Tracy Robinson, Janie Victoria Ward, 1991. 

 



 

Hardiness zones are safe places 

where girls can experience: 
 

 

 control over more than their bodies, sexuality or 

appearance;  

 opportunities to identify a positive belief system and 

connect to others who will commit to them; 

 a safe space where they can experience support and 

encouragement to learn and persist in the face of 

challenges.  



Hardiness Zones are not spaces in which 

girls bond through suffering.  They are 

spaces where… 
 

Girls’ personal experiences can be understood  

 through thoughtful analysis 

 

 Girls can develop critical thinking skills 

 

 Girls become involved in making change for  

 themselves and other girls in their school 

  and communities. 
   

 



 
 Develop CRITICAL THINKING 

skills 
 Experience more CONTROL & 

feel empowered 
 Move out of comfort zones to 

stand firm/ally with other girls 
 CHALLENGE one another to 

make the world better 
 COMMIT to something larger 

 
 

Cultivating Hardiness  

Through Activism 



Building Girl Allies 

  Fighting to be Somebody 

   Cheerleaders and Girlfighters 

 From margin to center - power, visibility 

 Gender Diversity 

 Media literacy; creating new stories, pathways, and 
possibilities  

 Creating Hardiness zones 

     Control, Commitment, and Challenge  

  Social Action/Community Service 
 



Cultivating Hardiness Through 

Coalition-Building and Activism 

1. Bring a diverse collection 

of girls together; 

2. Teach adults to be muses; 

3. Develop critical thinking 

skills; 

4. Scaffold girls’ work; 

5. Know when to get out of 

the way. 

 

 



DEVELOP GIRLS’ CRITICAL 

THINKING SKILLS 

 Problem-posing approach: ask genuine 

questions  

 Present contradictions 

 Reveal larger patterns; Call things what 

they are: sexual harassment, racism, 

homophobia, etc. 

 Provide activities and opportunities to 

experience conflict, embody difference, 

grapple with problems 

 



SCAFFOLD GIRLS’ WORK 

 Provide the tools, training, skills, resources 

the need to transform their ideas into 

language and action 

 Educate girls about the culture of power  

 Again, support coalition and ally building 

 Connect girls to other programs and 

movements doing similar work 



Girls Coalition Groups 



Coalition is work is difficult, 

exhausting, but necessary “for all of 

us to feel that this is our world.”  
 

Bernice Johnson Reagon, Sweet Honey in 

the Rock 

55 



Social Action Project:  

Cyberbullying Pamphlet 



Social Action Project: 

Friendship Posters 



GAB: Girls Unlimited Conference 

http://animoto.com/play/RyqrVg8FP7AN0bkGcxpHbA


Action Spots 



Creating Change Together! 
  



 

http://poweredbygirl.org/




JAMMING GIRL CULTURE 

 

POWERED BY GIRL 

 Blog & App 

 Facebook 

 

 



Platform for Activism 

http://www.sparksummit.com




Engaging Youth Activism 

 A place where girls develop a 
critical vocabulary; 

 Identify strong feelings and 
the source of their anger; 

 A place to be visible and 
listened to; 

 Central to personal and 
social change but missing in 
bully-prevention approaches 

 

  

   

  



Hardy Girls Healthy Women 

Training Institute 
o Curricula & resource guides 

o Webinars & webinar series 

o Full day trainings 

o Summer Institute – June 26-28 in Freeport, 
Maine 

o Telephone support or remote training 

o Online learning community – HGHW Learning 
Circle 

 

More details at www.hghw.org/traininginstitute  

http://www.hghw.org/traininginstitute


Strength-Based Organizations  

Hardy Girls Healthy Women  http://www.hghw.org/ 

Powered By Girl  http://www.poweredbygirl.org/  

SPARK  http://www.sparksummit.com/ 

Project Girl http://www.projectgirl.org/ 

About-Face  http://www.about-face.org/  

Girls Leadership Institute  

 http://www.girlsleadershipinstitute.org/  

Girls For A Change 

 http://www.girlsforachange.org/  
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